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As I write this report my term as the Director of the
Humanities Research Institute and as Associate Dean is winding
down. This is the third report I have written under the cloud
of the COVID-19 pandemic. When I agreed to take on this role
there was no way, of course, that I could have anticipated how
a pandemic would shape every aspect of the work we do at
Brock. There is no doubt that these have been challenging
years, and that we have all faced many difficult circumstances
in recent months. However, in spite of these challenges I have
been heartened by the many examples of collegiality and
innovation I have witnessed within the Faculty of Humanities
over these past three years.
In this issue of the HRI Annual Report you will find a piece
by Andrew McDonald, the recipient of this year’s Faculty of
Humanities Award for Excellence in Research and Creative
Activity. Here Andrew speaks about finding inspiration in an
unexpected place during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is but
one example of how many of you have found ways to keep
going, to keep learning and sharing your research and creative
work during these difficult times.
The usual activities of the HRI continued in a virtual format
this year. Our Brock Talks partnership with the St. Catharines
Public Library continued to be a great success, with a diverse
range of talks delivered to eager audiences logging in from
a number of different geographic locations. Likewise, our
traditional in-person research symposia were replaced by
online events. In December we had our first-ever “Research
Slam” event, an opportunity for HRI members to share in short,
bite-sized presentations some of the things they have been

working on. As this was a new format for us we weren’t sure
what to expect, but we had an enthusiastic response and a
lively two-part discussion hosted by Dan Malleck, HRI Advisory
Board member. In April we had two virtual events, the first a
symposium focusing on what the pandemic has taught us in
terms of teaching. This was organized and hosted by Martin
Danahay and featured a keynote presentation by Tero Karppi
from the University of Toronto. The second event was organized
and hosted by Christine Daigle and David Fancy, and was on the
theme of “‘Weird Research’ or How to Think New Thoughts.”
This symposium featured a range of speakers exploring this
very provocative topic, including a guest presentation by Ada
Jaarsma from Mount Royal University.
In these pages you will also read about many of the other
exciting events and projects that members of the HRI have
been involved in this year–there are too many to list in this short
introduction! You will also find profiles on the new colleagues
we were able to welcome to the Faculty of Humanities this past
academic year.
In closing, I would like to thank the members of the HRI
Advisory Board (Michael Carter, Carol Merriam, Andrew
Pendakis, Jessica Clark, Leah Knight, Dan Malleck, Angus
Smith, and Linda Steer) for all of their hard work in adjudicating
HRI grant applications and helping to shape the HRI
programming for 2021/22. I would also like to thank Dean Carol
Merriam, Associate Deans Neta Gordon and Linda Carreiro, and
Michèle Black, Executive Assistant to the Dean of Humanities,
for all of their support and assistance throughout this academic
year.
I have enjoyed the opportunity to serve the Faculty of
Humanities and Brock University as Associate Dean, and I have
learned so much from this experience. While I am very ready
for my upcoming sabbatical, I am very grateful to have had this
opportunity. I now turn things over to the very capable hands
of Elizabeth Vlossak who will be taking over as Associate Dean,
Research & Graduate Studies, on July 1st.

The cast of Red Bike performs on opening night,
directed by Mike Griffin.

MUSI student Adrian Papez preparing
for his solo performance for the RBC
Foundation Music@Noon series.

MIWSFPA students visiting the VISUAL
ARTS 2022 JURIED EXHIBITION held
in the Visual Arts Gallery and Student
Exhibition Space.

The Marilyn I. Walker School
of Fine and Performing Arts
A Year in Review 2021-2022
Associate Dean, Fine and Performing Arts, MIWSFPA
Year seven for the Marilyn I. Walker School of Fine and
Performing Arts (MIWSFPA) was a time to explore change and
celebrate opportunity. With the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions
slowly lifting, faculty, students and staff had the opportunity to
welcome back guests and audience members to their exhibitions
and performances. All four departments adapted to the new
norms and created events that the entire arts community could
experience.
Dramatic Arts (DART) took to the stage, putting forth stunning
performances in Mainstage productions: The Last Days of Judas
Iscariot directed by Leighton Williams in the fall and Red Bike
directed by Mike Griffin in the spring. With each performance
backed by the presence of a live audience, every element of the
Mainstage seemed rejuvenated.
The return of live audiences was also welcomed by the
Department of Music (MUSI). With all ensembles taking part in
live performances, MUSI worked tirelessly to put on spectacular
performances from Choral, String, Wind and Jazz Ensembles.
Working closely with the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre,
MUSI also welcomed back the return of their Music@Noon
Series, live-streamed on our YouTube channel. This series
featured a plethora of beautiful student performances and was
open to a student audience for the second semester.
The Centre for Studies in Arts and Culture (STAC) created
many online exhibitions including a virtual zine workshop led
by STAC Student Sarah Fisher. This workshop explored the
creative freedom and excitement that comes with small and
unconventional self-publication. Alongside their online success,
STAC continues to bring light to many relevant, creative topics
through the Small Walker Press. The exploration of images and
text through collaborative projects brings rich content in support
of book culture.
The Department of Visual Arts (VISA) creatively adapted with
both in-person exhibitions and online platforms as well. With the
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Event poster for the Rethinking Property: An Online Zine Tutorial workshop led by
STAC student Sarah Fisher. The event was also supported by the Social Science
and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC).

guidance of Associate Professor Keri Cronin, students in VISA
2P90 created digital exhibitions focused on the visual culture
of the Niagara Region in the 19th century. With the transition to
in-person exhibitions, MIWSFPA re-opened its doors to the Visual
Arts Gallery and Student Exhibition Space. Capping the year
off in this space was the VISA 4F06 Honours Thesis Exhibition,
“Resurfacing”. This exhibition was also held in tandem with the
Niagara Artists Centre in downtown St. Catharines, exploring
issues of identity and resiliency, through various materials and
approaches.
As an artistic and cultural hub, all four departments of
MIWSFPA presented a diverse and impactful collection of
speakers for the 2021-2022 Walker Cultural Leaders series.
Welcoming an industry panel with BIPOC Canadian theatre
artists, choral presentations, and cultural leaders from the
artistic community, many of these workshops, panel discussions
and performances were offered digitally to bring focus to
accessibility and to broaden audiences.
More highlights and news on this evolutionary year can be
found on the MIWSFPA website (brocku.ca/miwsfpa), including
online exhibits, virtual galleries, and performances.
MIWSFPA would like to acknowledge the academic leadership,
unparalleled dedication and contributions of the Chairs Karin Di
Bella (MUSI), Amy Friend (VISA), Jennifer Roberts-Smith (DART),
and Director David Vivian (STAC).
The 2021-2022 year also welcomed new changes to the faculty
including Assistant Professor Nina Penner (MUSI), Associate
Professor Amanda Burk (VISA), Professor Jennifer Roberts-Smith
(DART), and Associate Dean and Professor Linda Carreiro (VISA).
With another evolving and successful year MIWSFPA looks
toward new innovations, collaborations, outstanding projects and
events in the upcoming academic year.

Spot the Prof: With the Vikings of Man at the House of Manannan, Peel,
Isle of Man, July 2019. (© Emma McDonald)

Faculty of Humanities
Award for Excellence
in Research and
Creative Activity
ANDREW MCDONALD
Professor, Department of History
Let me begin by stating that I am honoured to be the
recipient of this award. Next, I echo the apt words of last year’s
recipient, Leah Knight (English), who remarked that receiving
the award in the COVID era makes it all the more poignant,
given the disruptions that have characterized our professional
and personal lives for over two years.
As a traditional researcher who, like all of us, has had
travel, as well as access to libraries, archives, and documents
significantly curtailed thanks to COVID restrictions, throughout
the pandemic I have endeavoured to find new sources of
inspiration and outlets for my work, and to maintain momentum
from 2019.
Without doubt the most exciting opportunity of the past two
years was inspired by my family. In 2020, my daughter’s online
high school courses incorporated many TED Lessons: 5-minute
lessons on tightly-focussed topics, written by leading experts.
(If you don’t know them, check them out, and prepare to go
down many intriguing rabbit holes! ed.ted.com/lessons).
Dinner-time conversation at my house often turned to the
TED Lessons, and my family suggested proposing one on the
subject of my new book, The Sea Kings. And so COVID led

The Sea Kings (2019) (far right), short listed for Saltire Society History Book of the
Year Award, 2019.

directly to the writing and development of a lesson on “The rise
and fall of the Kingdom of Man”; at the time of writing it has
914,000 views (ed.ted.com/lessons/the-rise-and-fall-of-thekingdom-of-man-andrew-mcdonald). Compressing 20 years’
worth of research and a 500 page monograph into a script
of 800 words and four-and-a-half minutes was an amazing
challenge! The pros at TED were fantastic to work with and the
finished product is wonderful. Without COVID, it’s doubtful I
would have pursued this opportunity. In addition to enabling my
research to reach a wide audience, the lesson has been used
by Manx National Heritage, and has led to further collaborative
opportunities with colleagues in the Isle of Man.
Most people around Brock know me as a medievalist, but
I have always harboured a passion for aircraft and aviation
history, too. The motto of the RAF and related Commonwealth
Air Forces (including the RCAF until 1968) is “Per Ardua Ad
Astra” - “Through Adversity to the Stars.” I believe that’s a
good motto for the COVID pandemic years, too – pressing on
through adversity means frustration and adaptation, but can
also lead to unexpected opportunities.
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Nicholas Hauck

Department of Modern
Languages, Literatures
and Cultures

Adam Rappold

Department of Classics
and Archaeology
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Nicholas Hauck joined the Department of
Modern Languages, Literatures and Cultures in
July 2021 on a tenure track appointment after
3 years on a limited term appointment. Before
Brock University, Nicholas taught at the Toronto
Metropolitan University (formerly Ryerson
University) and the University of Toronto, where
he completed his PhD in French Literature and
Theory in 2017.
Much of Nicholas’ time is spent practicing,
thinking, and reading about translation in the
broadest sense of the term: as an encounter
between different modes of expression.
His research interests include 20th and 21st
century French poetry, hybrid forms of writing,
experimental translation, and translation theory.
Current projects explore the interconnectedness
of body, text, and performance, specifically as it
relates to aural/oral experiences (sound poetry,
homophonics, non-human sounds). He is the
author of two books: L’inhumain poétique (Presses
de l’Université de Montréal, 2022), which explores
the aesthetic and ethical stakes of ontophonics

(via Ghérasim Luca) and ontograffics (via Henri
Michaux) for 20th century French poetics; and
Walter Benjamin, un essai (Éditions Sémaphore,
2015), which renews the German-Jewish
philosopher’s thinking in the context of 21st
century critical thought.
Since joining the Brock community in 2018,
Nicholas has collaborated with the Small Walker
Press and the Research Centre in Interdisciplinary
Arts and Creative Culture, has been an active
member of Senate, and has taught in MLLC
as well as in MA in Studies in Comparative
Literatures and Arts (SCLA). In 2008, Nicholas
founded The Maynard, an online poetry journal,
and was managing editor from 2016 to 2020. In
2020 he co-founded the Toronto Experimental
Translation Collective (tetcollective.com), which
combines the formats of seminars, workshops,
and performances, to renegotiate relationships
within and across languages and media. The
Collective will release a full-length album of
experimental translation and music in Fall 2022.

In July 2021, Adam Rappold joined Brock as
Assistant Professor within the Department of
Classics and Archaeology, after serving as an
LTA since 2017. Rappold comes to Brock after
teaching at The Ohio State University, where
he obtained his PhD with a dissertation entitled
“The Shadow of the Polis: a Synchronic and
Diachronic Examination of the Skira festival in
Athens” – which explored a new framework for
understanding change and evolution in ancient
religious belief.
His research and teaching centers on exploring
the influence of ancient religious thought and
performance on the reception of Athenian
drama (both ancient and modern), particularly
in cases where such an exploration expands our
understanding of the voices of marginalized or
non-elite viewers.
He has presented at a variety national and
international conferences (including the SCS,
CAMWS, CAC, and AIMS) on subjects pertinent
both to the study of ancient religions and classical
drama. Recent (2021/22) highlights include
papers arguing that Aeschylus’ Persians attempts
to resist the political attempt to heroize the dead
of the Persian War, that the figure of Thanatos
in Euripides’ Alcestis is best understood (and
depicted on stage) as a democratically selected
priest, and that studying the 2019 video game
Troy: A Total War Saga as a reception of Homer’s
Iliad highlights the important role of audience
interactivity in both works.

He has been published in Archiv für
Religionsgeschichte (2014), with an article entitled
‘The Stuff of Dream: An Aesopic Critique of
Dream Interpretation” and the definitive articles
in the Oxford Classical Dictionary (OCD) and the
ORE on the kings Erechtheus and Erichthonius.
In addition, in 2020, he worked with colleague
Roberto Nickel and selected graduate students
to create accessible and up to date open-access
translations of key texts for introductory Greek
mythology classes including the Homeric Hymn
to Apollo, Homeric Hymn to Hermes, Hesiod’s
Theogony, and Hesiod’s Works and Days.
As an LTA at Brock, he has also been active
with the University community, particularly within
Dramatic Arts. In 2018 he served as Dramaturg
for the DART production of Antigone, directed by
Mike Griffin, and spoke as a panelist at Brock’s
interdisciplinary symposium on the play. In 2019,
he worked as a consultant and collaborator for
Dopolavoroteatrale (DLT)’s “Experiment Number
1” on the origins of theatre. He remains eager
for future dramatic collaboration, believing
that ancient works need to be reimagined and
reperformed to remain alive for contemporary
audiences.
In the Fall semester, Rappold will be teaching
a reimagined course on Greco-Roman myths of
love and transformation, as well as a third-year
course on Homer and Greek Epic.

Dr. Roberts-Smith is an artist-researcher,
whose transdisciplinary work in performance,
digital media, design, education, and social
justice has appeared in theatres, exhibitions,
and scholarly publications internationally. She is
interested in the ways that theatre offers people
with differing perspectives, expertise, and lived
experience opportunities to work together toward
better futures. JRS is the founder and co-convenor
of the qCollaborative (qcollaborative.com), an
international, critical feminist design research lab
focused on performance and technology. Her
recent projects have supported community-driven
interventions into cycles of harm perpetuated by
systemic racism in Nova Scotia (in the Digital Oral
Histories for Reconciliation project); reconciliation
in post-conflict zones in Colombia (in Design for
Peace); and women’s prison reform (in Theatre
for Relationality) and disability rights (Aesthetics
for Accessibility) in Waterloo Region, Ontario.
She began her career as an actor and director in
Canadian theatres and taught at the Universities
of Ottawa, Toronto, Windsor, and Waterloo before
joining Brock in 2022. She is a recipient of the

Ontario Early Researcher Award.
Over the last year, Jennifer’s publications have
focused on collaborative design research methods
that deepen relationality and interdisciplinary
understanding. Her book, Prototyping Across
the Disciplines: Designing Better Futures (coedited with Milena Radzikowska and Stan
Ruecker) was published with Intellect Books;
and a chapter on relational design research
methods for studying theatre audiences was
published with Routledge in Dani SnyderYoung and Matt Omasta’s Impacting Theatre
Audiences: Methods for Studying Change. In the
coming year, the virtual reality experience she
developed as creative director for the Digital
Oral Histories for Reconciliation project will
be installed in a permanent exhibition in Nova
Scotia’s Black Cultural Centre. She is also very
much looking forward to developing her newest
project, Staging Better Futures/Mettre en scène
de meilleurs avenirs, a cross–Canada, industryacademic partnership to integrate anti-racism,
decolonization, equity, diversity, and inclusion into
post-secondary theatre education.

Amanda Burk joined Brock University as an
Associate Professor in the Department of Visual
Arts in January 2022. Prior to this, she taught at
Nipissing University in North Bay (2009-2021),
however, Amanda is no stranger to Brock - from
2004 -2007, she taught in the Department of
Visual Arts as a Visiting Artist.
Amanda’s studio practice is centered in
drawing and her research interests focus on
contemporary Canadian drawing and studiobased pedagogy. Her artwork has been exhibited
both nationally and internationally, and can be
found in such collections as the Thunder Bay Art
Gallery, Cobra to Contemporary (Netherlands),
and the City of Toronto. Her recent body of
work, Stories of Contentment and Other Fables,
was mounted as a solo exhibition at the Thunder
Bay Art Gallery and was featured in Tussle
Magazine (tusslemagazine.com/amanda-burk).
More recently, her work was published in the
International Drawing Annual 13 (INDA 13).
From 2011-2016, Amanda ran Line Gallery as
a curatorial research project in North Bay. Line
Gallery was an independent gallery dedicated
to exhibiting and documenting contemporary
Canadian drawing. During Line Gallery’s fiveyear run, Amanda produced 25 solo exhibitions
featuring the work of notable drawing artists from
across the country.
In 2018, Amanda became a research
associate of the NSCAD Drawing Lab. The
Drawing Lab is a team of artist-educators and

cognitive psychologists who investigate the
physiological, perceptual, and behavioural
factors involved in observational drawing.
Currently, she is collaborating on the study, The
Effects of Language and Schema on Drawing
Performance, as well as a SSHRC funded Insight
Grant, Perceptual and cognitive processes in
observational drawing: Pedagogical Implications.
Amanda recently contributed the epilogue for
the book, Researching the Teaching of Drawing,
written by Raymond M. Klein and the Drawing
Lab, published by Vernon Press (2022).
During her time at Nipissing University,
Amanda also served in substantial service roles
including: President of the Nipissing University
Faculty Association, Senator, Co-Chair of the
Joint Committee on the Assessment of Teaching
and Learning, Vice-Chair Teaching and Learning
Committee, and Department Chair.

Jennifer
Roberts-Smith
Department of
Dramatic Arts

Amanda Burk
Department of
Visual Arts
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Linda Carreiro

Associate Dean,
Fine and Performing Arts
Professor, Department
of Visual Arts

foggy grey cloud of words (2018). Handprinted typographs on dissevered cotton
paper, approx. 30 cm x 305 cm. Photo credit
Toni Hafkenscheid.

In November 2021, Dr. Linda Carreiro arrived
at Brock as the first Associate Dean of Fine and
Performing Arts, and as a Professor of Visual
Art in the Marilyn I. Walker School of Fine and
Performing Arts.
For over two decades, Carreiro has been
pursuing creative and critical inquiries on textbased visual artwork, making interconnections
between the root word of text (texere)—meaning
tissue or texture—with the tissues of the
body. Anatomical studies, both her own work
conducted within a dissection lab as well as
historical representations of the anatomized
subject, underscore all her research interests. A
recent project, choreogrammatics, examines how
the impact, affect, and plurality of meanings are
intensified through both physicalized applications
of the words, and the performance of reading
while moving.
This spring, she is bringing her research
interests to a new Special Topics course,
‘Inside Out: Representations of the Anatomical
Body’. This seminar and studio class is a critical
examination of historical anatomical illustration
and models, and what these representations
reveal culturally, socially and artistically. Using
the trope of flap anatomy, whereby layers
of the body are peeled open, students have

been engaging in readings, discussions and
creative projects. An Experiential Learning grant
from the Centre for Pedagogical Innovation
provided students the privilege of a tour to view
anatomical engravings from the 16th century at
the Fisher Rare Book Library in Toronto, an online
session with Edmonton artist Marilène Oliver, and
exhibition in the MIW gallery from June 10 to 18.
Carreiro’s artworks have been exhibited
internationally, including solo exhibitions at
Center for Books Arts (NYC), Mallin Gallery
(Kansas City), Limerick Printmakers Gallery
(Ireland), Truck Contemporary Art (Calgary),
and Harcourt House (Edmonton). She has also
conducted numerous speaking engagements and
paper presentations, and written contributions in
both peer-reviewed and invited publications. A
recipient of grants through the Canada Council
for the Arts, the Alberta Foundation for the Arts,
and the Manitoba Arts Council, Carreiro was also
selected as a Residency Fellow in the Calgary
Institute for the Humanities, as well as a Massey
Visiting Scholar (2021).
Prior to her appointment at Brock, Linda
served as Associate Dean in the Faculty of Art
at OCAD University in Toronto, and as Associate
Professor in the Department of Art at the
University of Calgary.

New Publications by HRI Authors and HRI Sponsored Events
LIQUOR AND
THE LIBERAL STATE

Drink & Order before Prohibition

DAN MALLECK

COMMUNIQUÉ

Anthology 2022

Espace littéraire

NICHOLAS HAUCK

L’inhumain poétique
Ghérasim Luca et Henri Michaux
face à la « crise » de l’humain

Leave something of sweetness
and substance
in the mouth of the world.

À partir de l’ontophonie vocale de Ghérasim Luca et de l’ontograffie
visuelle d’Henri Michaux, l’auteur engage une réflexion sur ces procédés
poétiques qui déjouent et décomposent le langage afin de trouver des

— ANNA BELLE KAUFMAN

formes d’expression inhumaines, sources ineffables du comment vivre
autrement le corps dit humain. Dans un dialogue inspiré avec les écrits de

Anthology 2022
A Selection of the Shortlist

The Griffin Poetry Prize is among the world’s most significant
prizes in literature. Awarded each year to the most outstanding
volumes of poetry published worldwide, the prize recognizes
works written in, and translated into, English. This anthology,
edited by Adam Dickinson, offers a selection of poems from the
2022 shortlists, together with the judges’ citations.

Walter Benjamin, de Jean Laplanche et de Georges Bataille ainsi que de
plusieurs artistes et penseurs qui interrogent la valeur de l’être moderne
et de son expressivité, il élabore le concept d’inhumain poétique. Par une
savante et étonnante démonstration, il dévoile tout le potentiel d’une
transcendance profane et surtout poétique. À la question d’Hölderlin
« À quoi bon des poètes en temps de détresse ? », il propose des réponses autant ludiques et stimulantes que profondes.
Papier : ISBN 978-2-7606-4565-3
Pdf : ISBN 978-2-7606-4566-0
Epub : ISBN 978-2-7606-4567-7
29,95 $ • 224 pages
En librairie le 15 mars 2022

Sharon Dolin / Gemma Gorga / Douglas Kearney
Ali Kinsella / Dzvinia Orlowsky / Natalka Bilotserkivets
Ed Roberson / David Bradford / Liz Howard / Tolu Oloruntoba

$19.95

ISBN: 978-1-4870-0384-5

9 781487 003845

51995

GRIFFINPOETRYPRIZE. COM

www.houseofanansi.com
www.twitter.com/anansipoetry
Also available as an e-book

Edited by Adam Dickinson

Nicholas Hauck est traducteur, poète et professeur adjoint au département de
Modern Languages, Literatures and Cultures à l’Université Brock où il enseigne
la traduction et la littérature et culture. Il est cofondateur du Toronto Experimental Translation Collective (tetcollective.com) et l’auteur de Walter Benjamin
(Éditions Sémaphore, 2015).

« Dans cet ouvrage, l’auteur examine la problématique du
désir et celle du besoin de construire une subjectivité dans le
contexte des crises langagières et identitaires qui ont marqué le XXe siècle. »

www.pum.umontreal.ca

Worldmaking and Other Worlds: Restoration to Romantic. Ed. Elizabeth Sauer and Betty Joseph, vol. 27, 1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquires in the Early Modern Era.
Lewisburg, PN: Bucknell University press; Rutgers University Press, 2022, 316 pp.
Exhibition catalogue. Industrial Niagara. (Vienna: Small Walker Press, 2022)
“Invisible Histories.” Artwork as feature cover image. Digital Animalities. (Toronto: PUBLIC, 2021)
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War: Past/Present/Future
MARTIN DANAHAY
On April 7th from 2:00 – 3:30 pm a
panel discussion on “War: Past/Present/
Future” was held via videoconference. The
panel discussion, which was hosted by
the Association of Canadian College and
University Teachers of English (ACCUTE)
and sponsored by the HRI, marked the
launch of Martin Danahay’s new book
War Without Bodies: Framing Death from
the Crimean to the Iraq War published by
Rutgers University Press “War Culture”
series. Professor Gregory Betts welcomed
the audience on behalf of ACCUTE.
The session was then moderated by Dr.
Stéphanie A. H. Bélanger of the Royal
Military College of Canada. After a brief
overview of his book by Martin Danahay
three panelists discussed aspects of war
based on their areas of expertise.
Professor Stefanie Markovits, Professor
of English, Yale University, discussed the
definition of “casualties” during the Crimean

War of 1853-6 between Russia and the
allied forces of Great Britain, France and
the Ottoman Empire. Using examples from
poetry, fiction and newspaper accounts
Professor Markovits discussed the difficulty
of accounting for “mass” casualties in
the context of an emphasis on individual
heroism in the representation of war.
Professor Roger Stahl, Department of
Communication Studies, University of
Georgia, discussed the representation
of drone warfare and the way in which
video of drone strikes showed damage to
infrastructure but not to bodies. He also
placed video of drone strikes in the context
of video games and the contemporary
consumption of war as entertainment.
Dr. Armin Krishnan, Security Studies, East
Carolina University, discussed the increased
automation of warfare and the various
military research projects under way to
substitute soldiers’ bodies with mechanized

Panelists: Top left Martin Danahay, top right Gregory
Betts, middle left Stéphanie A. H. Bélanger, middle
right Stefanie Markovits, bottom left Roger Stahl,
bottom right Armin Krishnan

systems. The aim of such research is to
minimize military casualties but not the
collateral damage to civilian populations.
The three panelists extended the
analysis of representations of war in Martin
Danahay’s book and provoked a lively
discussion from the audience until the close
of the panel at 3:30 pm.

The HRI Symposia: 2021-22

HRI Spring Term Symposia

The Humanities Research Institute’s Research Slam was held
on December 14, 2021, via MS Teams to celebrate resilience
during COVID-19 and was based on short, bite-size presentations,
highlighting one aspect of current research and/or creative work,
received from members of the Faculty of Humanities, including
graduate student associates of the HRI.
The Spring Term symposium was based on an established
practice of building the symposium around a theme that could
accommodate a disciplinary range of papers. The symposia, held
on April 12, 2022, via MS Teams were entitled “Lessons from the
Pandemic” and “’Weird Research’ or How to Think New Thoughts”.

Lessons from the Pandemic
(organized by Martin Danahay)
Tero Karppi (University of Toronto) “Networks After
Pandemic”
Martin Danahay (English Language and Literature) “Bulletins
from the Metaverse”
Dan Malleck (Canadian Studies) “More lemonade and fewer
lemons,please: Expanding reach, scope, and engagement
through pandemic related online activities”
Giulia Forsythe and Matt Clare (CPI) “’Is that a legacy hand?’
and other odd things that became familiar supporting teaching
and learning during the pandemic”

HRI Research Slam
Moderator: Dan Malleck (Canadian Studies)
Leah Knight (English Language & Literature)
Nina Penner (Music)
Kosar Dakhilalian (MA Student, SCLA)
Katharine T. von Stackelberg (Classics)
Genevieve Wilson (English Language & Literature Graduate
Student)
Gale Coskan-Johnson (English Language & Literature)
Tim Kenyon (Vice-President, Research)
Karin Di Bella (Music)
Alex Wedler (MA Student, English Language & Literature)
Amy Friend (Visual Arts)
Ryan Bruce (Studies in Arts & Culture)

“‘Weird Research’ or How to Think New Thoughts”
(organized by Christine Daigle and David Fancy)
Ada Jaarsma (Mount Royal University), “Weird Pedagogies”
Jane Baker (MA Student, Studies in Comparative Literature
and Arts), “The Resonance of Becoming”
Véronique Rousseau (PhD Student, Interdisciplinary
Humanities), “Methods as Experimental/Experiential
Apparatuses”
David Fancy (Dramatic Arts), “Geomancy vs Technomancy:
Resonance, Divination, Simondon”
Christine Daigle (Philosophy), “Posthumanism and
Postdisciplinarity: Breaking Our Old Research Habits”
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Research Projects supported by the
Humanities Research Institute, 2021-2022
Allison Glazebrook (Classics) – The Brothel in Classical
Athens
Nicholas Hauck (Modern Languages, Literatures and
Cultures) – TETC Book Publication
Nigel Lezama (Modern Languages, Literatures and Cultures)
– Archival Research
Kimberly Monk (History) – The PortCities Project
Karen Fricker/Jennifer Roberts-Smith (Dramatic Arts) –
2022 IBOC
Theatre Grad Fair Workshop
Donna Szoke (Visual Arts) – Single Channel Video (light kit)
Cristina Santos (Modern Languages, Literatures and
Cultures) – Untaming Girlhoods: Storytelling Female
Adolescence
Maria del Carmen Suescun Pozas (History) – Latin America
Made in Canada
Elysia French (Visual Arts) – Making (Eco)Logical
Elizabeth Greene (Classics) – Digital Analysis of Transport
Amphora Efficiency in Greco-Roman Maritime Trade
Martin Danahay and Ann Howey (English Language and
Literature) – Neo-Victorianism and Medievalism: Re
Appropriating the Victorian and Medieval Pasts
Troy Ouellette (Visual Arts) – Synaesthetics: Responsive,
Transformative Media Art
Elizabeth Vlossak (History) – SOHA Lab

Conferences and Colloquia supported by the
Humanities Research Institute, 2021-2022
Rachel Rensink-Hoff (Music) – Niagara Choral Workshop for
2022
Martin Danahay (English Language and Literature) – War:
Past Present/Future

Taking it Downtown Part XI: Brock Talks
The move of the Marilyn I. Walker School of Fine and
Performing Arts to downtown St. Catharines is a good example of
Brock’s desire to engage the local community, but there are other
ventures as well that are helping to fulfill the strategic priority in
Brock’s institutional strategic plan of “Enhance the life and vitality
of our local region and beyond.”
In 2012, the Faculty of Humanities began to take its research
downtown. The Brock Talks series of public lectures, held in a
virtual format in partnership with the St. Catharines Public Library,
introduced research by Humanities scholars to a number of
different geographic locations. The series, organized by Dr. Keri
Cronin, Associate Dean, Research and Graduate Studies, Faculty
of Humanities, has been a great success.
The following presentations have been featured in the Brock Talks
series in 2021-22:
October 6, 2021
Jason Black, Fulbright Research Chair in Transnational
Studies: “Indigenous Mascotting Culture”
October 28, 2021
Michelle Vosburgh, Instructor, Department of History and
Centre for Canadian Studies: “Port Colborne’s Tennessee
Avenue”
November 24, 2021
Ann Howey, Associate Professor, Department of English
Language and Literature: “Afterlives of the Lady of Shalott:
Lively Ladies and Elaines after Tennyson”
February 10, 2022
Tim Conley, Professor, Department of English Language and
Literature: “Ulysses at 100: Time, Reputation, and Joyce’s
Novel”
March 24, 2022
Elizabeth Vlossak, Associate Professor, Department of
History:
“Game on! Historical Research, Teaching, and the Canada
Games”
For more information regarding the Humanities Research Institute
Annual Report 2021-2022, Contact: Keri Cronin, keri.cronin@
brocku.ca, ext. 5306.
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